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Designed and styled by Interiors With CG, Townhouse 4 at 5A Bellevue Gardens asserts itself with confident style across

a spacious split-level floorplan. Bellevue Gardens establishes a distinct aura of serenity as you pass the dense natural

landscape of Cooper Park enroute to your home. The dedicated car spot is adjacent to your residence, which provides

direct pedestrian access into the courtyard in addition to the main entrance. The wall of natural sandstone offers a

beautiful backdrop to both levels of the property, which is strategically positioned to provide privacy inside from

neighbouring residences. While there's scope to extend into a three-bedroom home (STCA), the existing configuration is

already appealing in its versatility, providing a bedroom and a study nook on each level. Showcasing a brand-new

renovation designed and styled by Interiors With CG, the upper level is exquisitely conceived, integrating designer

fixtures for an impressive finish. Requiring low maintenance with very reasonable strata fees in a complex of four, this is

simply a superb private haven to enjoy as a primary residence or investment. Treat Cooper Park as your outdoor

sanctuary to enjoy the cliff walk and tennis courts and the quick connection to village shops and cafes. Close to Reddam

House, Westfield Bondi Junction and the station, it offers easy access to superb beaches and golf courses. - 2 bed | 2 bath

| 1 car - Direct & level access into the residence- Interiors designed and styled by Interiors With CG - Fabulous

indoor/outdoor entertainer- Seamless access from indoors to deck - Island waterfall kitchen, gas stovetop - Downstairs

study nook beside kitchen - Upstairs suite also provides study nook - Upstairs upgrade with designer fixtures - Main

bathroom with bathtub- Stroll to Blip Café & The Grumpy Baker - Footsteps to Cooper Park's leafy trails & tennis courts


